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Interpersonal action coordination relies on an information channel between coactors. Previous studies have shown that offline or online visual, auditory, and haptic
information can facilitate joint action. However, most previous studies only investigated
the information that is naturally meaningful in the task context. Few explanations have
been given about the underlying mechanism of this facilitation effect. The current study
was designed to investigate what makes the information useful in improving joint action
performance. I argued that externally added information (action effects) can also facilitate
joint action. According to the Theory of Event Coding (TEC), once the association
between an action and its effects are built, action control can be achieved by effects
control. Thus, by adding external action effects in joint action, co-actors are able to
perceive the action and intention of each other and coordinate their action accordingly. In
the current study, the utility of a color action effect in a joint movement control task was
tested. An association test was used to examine the hypothesis of TEC. The results, for
the first time, revealed that action effects are coded in dynamical, flexible forms in action
concept.
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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM AND ITS BACKGROUND
Joint action is one of the most ubiquitous phenomena in our lives. Sebanz,
Bekkering, and Knoblich (2006) defined joint action as "…any form of social interaction
whereby two or more individuals coordinate their actions in space and time to bring about
a change in the environment." We are involved in various types of joint events at work,
school, home, and even on the street, such as walking together, which requires the
coordination of speed and direction.
In most circumstances, our behavior, explicitly or subtly, is susceptible to the
context knit by others. No matter in competition, in which people push their behavior to
outrace competitors, or in cooperation, in which people organize themselves for group
benefit, how well we coordinate our actions depends on how much we know each other.
What is the intention of our partners? How will they actualize their intention? When will
they move their body and how? The answers to these questions are pivotal for joint action
coordination. People can acquire the knowledge about their cooperator via sensory
feedback, experience-based expectation, or the interplay of both. For example, in a
couples dance, the follower can understand the leader’s intention through the pressure
sent by the arm. Different types of pressure indicate different subsequent moves. For the
leaders, they need to consider the follower’s athletic capability and familiarity with
certain dancing moves. Experienced dancing partners have tacit knowledge about
1

each other so that the leaders can anticipate the reaction from the follower and the
follower know what the leaders expects them to do. There are more examples in daily life
in which subtle behavioral signals and experience-based expectation work together to
guide joint action. When pedestrians try to avoid a collision with others, they can change
the speed and orientation to convey the message such as “I am going to wait until you
pass” or “I am going to pass first.” When people cannot use speed and orientation to send
this message, they will find other ways. For example, drivers use sign language to give
others permission to pass at an intersection or simply follow the guidance of a traffic light
when there is one. These practices are based on every driver’s agreement on a system of
rules that makes their behavior predictable and cooperative. Therefore, no matter in what
form, co-actors need information that helps them generate anticipation of each other to
achieve fluent, successful joint action. However, what type of information plays a role in
grounding this anticipation? How simple or complicated can it be? And through what
mechanism does it give rise to anticipation? The exploration of these questions has both
theoretical and practical significance.
Here, I first discuss the information that could be used by co-actors to improve
performance of joint action. Then, I will make an argument about why external action
effects can help improve joint action according to the Theory of Event Coding (Hommel,
Müsseler, Aschersleben & Prinz, 2001). Finally, I report an experiment using a new joint
action paradigm and a revised Simon Task to support my argument.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
Joint action research has increased in the recent decade. Sebanz et al. (2006)
summarized previous research on joint action and concluded that the success of joint
action requires knowing what others perceive, what others will do, what others should do,
and how to behave complementarily to them. A question naturally follows—is there a
way to facilitate the acquisition of this information?
What Information Is Used?
In joint action tasks, communication between two co-actors is not restricted to certain
modalities and forms (Clark, 2006). Previous research has revealed the functional utility of
visual (Richardson, Marsh, & Schmidt, 2005; Richardson, Marsh, Isenhower, Goodman,
& Schmidt, 2007), auditory (Keller, Knoblich, & Repp, 2007; Konvalinka, Vuust,
Roepstorff, & Frith, 2010), and haptic (Valdesolo, Ouyang, & DeSteno, 2010; van der Wel,
Knoblich, & Sebanz, 2011) information in joint action tasks. It has also been found that
prior experience (Dale, & Kirkham, 2007; Richardson, Ramenzoni, Davis, Riley, &
Shockley, 2010; Valdesolo et al., 2010) and high-level cognitive ability (Vesper, van der
Wel, Knoblich, & Sebanz, 2013) can influence joint action performance.
Online Auditory Information
Knoblich and Jordan (2003) showed that adding auditory action effects can
improve the performance of dyads to rival that of an individual. In their experiment,
3

participants were asked to complete a computer-based task in which they controlled the
movement of a circular ring stimulus (tracker) and tried to keep it on top of a smaller dot
stimulus (target). Both the tracker and the target only moved horizontally. The target
moved back and forth between two edges of the screen at a constant speed. In contrast,
the speed of the tracker was augmented by key presses. By pressing a left or right key,
participants could add increments to the tracker’s speed toward the left or right,
respectively. It is harder to track a faster target than a slower target. It is also harder to
track a target when the tracker accelerates slowly (small velocity increments with each
button press) than when it accelerates quickly (large velocity increments with each button
press). Thus different combinations of target speed and tracker acceleration formed
different levels of difficulty. Participants were either asked to complete the task
individually (the participant controlled both keys) or jointly (each participant controlled
one key). Orthogonally, half of the participants finished the task with key-specific
auditory effects (tones) while the other half finished the task without tones. This task was
more challenging for dyads than individuals, because the two co-actors in a dyad were
separated by an opaque, sound-occluding partition. However, results showed that dyads
with tones gradually improved their performance to the level of an individual, while
dyads without tones did not.
Online Haptic Information
Other than an auditory cue, van der Wel et al. (2011) investigated the role of
haptic information in a joint action task. In this task, participants were asked to control
the sway of a PVC pipe, which had a pivot point at its base, back and forth at certain
amplitudes and periods by pulling two cords that were attached to the pipe under the
4

pivot point on both sides. Participants in the individual condition controlled two cords by
left and right hand, respectively, while those in the dyad condition only controlled one
cord while the other was controlled by the partner. A sequence of tones was played
before the task to prescribe the frequency that the participants needed to follow. The
force overlaps on the cords were measured. Dyads had larger and more frequent force
overlaps on the cords than individuals, especially at faster speeds with larger amplitudes.
It can be inferred that dyads used the haptic channel more than individuals, especially
when they needed to interact within a smaller space at a higher pace. Note that when the
sway is small and fast, both acceleration and deceleration need to be fast, which entails
larger force. Individuals can coordinate larger forces as well as the smaller ones because
their left hand and right hand were, obviously, aware of each other and coordinated in
perfect turn-taking form. For dyads, however, action planning was not fully shared. Thus,
the mismatch of force usage created conflicts and force overlaps on the cord. Dyads were
able to coordinate these force overlaps in ways that afforded an understanding of each
intentions and, as a result, task-appropriate turn taking.
Online Visual Information
The role of online visual information also has been addressed in previous
research. Richardson et al. (2007) investigated visual interpersonal coupling using very
interesting tools—wooden rocking chairs. By instructing participants to sit side by side
either fixing their gaze at the red X on the armrest of their partner’s chair (focal group) or
at the red X on the wall directly in front of them (peripheral group), the level of visual
access between partners was manipulated. After four baseline trials in which participants
rocked with an uncoordinated comfortable tempo, they were asked to rock in in-phase
5

and anti-phase synchrony with their partner. The authors hypothesized that visual focus
would modulate the strength of interpersonal coordination. However, the results of
Experiment 1 revealed no significant difference between the focal and peripheral group in
both in-phase and anti-phase synchrony, perhaps because peripheral vision was sufficient
for coordination.
In Experiment 2, the two participants in each pair were asked to rock at two
different rates. They were not instructed to engage in any form of synchrony. The same
visual focus manipulation was used with an additional group in which participants were
asked to fix their gaze at the red X on their own side of the wall (making them look away
from each other) to eliminate visual information. This time, the results were consistent
with the hypothesis. Participants in the focal group, although not instructed to rock in
synchrony, still exhibited the trend of in-phase coupling. The average coherence value
(degree of entrainment) of the focal group was significantly larger than that of the
peripheral group and of the no visual information group. These two experiments
collectively showed that weak visual information was sufficient to support intentional
action coordination but not unintentional action coordination.
Prior Visual Information
Researchers also have demonstrated that previously acquired information is also
beneficial to joint action. Valdesolo et al. (2010), using a joint labyrinth task, investigated
the effect of prior experience in action synchrony on interpersonal action coordination.
Pairs of participants were asked to rock in rocking chairs either synchronously (while
sitting side by side and looking at each other) or asynchronously (while sitting back to
6

back), after which they completed a perceptual sensitivity test and then completed a joint
labyrinth task that required them to hold opposite edges of a wooden labyrinth and make
a ball roll through the maze by manipulating the incline of the board. A perceptual
sensitivity test was administered between two rounds of the rocking chair task. Pairs who
had synchronous rocking experience took significantly less time to complete the joint
labyrinth task than those who had experienced asynchronous rocking experiences.
However, this effect became non-significant after considering the mediating effect of
perceptual sensitivity. During the rocking chair task, participants in the synchrony
condition gained the experience of observing and cooperating with their partner, which
somehow improved their perceptual sensitivity. This improvement subsequently
facilitated performance in the joint labyrinth task. Overall, the previous visual
information of each other helped participants improved their joint performance.
Shared Knowledge
In an additional test of prior knowledge, Richardson et al. (2007) asked pairs of
participants to talk about copies of a painting the two were looking at in different rooms.
Before the conversation, they both listened to a discussion about the painting. Pairs that
listened to the same discussion had more gaze overlaps during conversation than those
who heard different discussions. It seems as though shared knowledge between two
interlocutors tuned them together in the conversation. This follows the analogy of traffic
rules, which give drivers common ground for coordinated interaction (see Sebanz et al.,
2006).
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Task Information
Vesper et al. (2013) examined how high-level planning processes modulate joint
action coordination. Pairs of participants were instructed to perform forward hops with
one leg. While they were asked to jump different distances, the goal of the task was to
land at the same time. Co-actors could not see each other, but they were told the jumping
distance of their partner before action initiation. There was no feedback during the task
but they could hear the landing of their partner. When participants jumped over shorter
distances than their partners, they made their jump higher and thus took longer to land in
order to land together. In other words, knowing the task requirement, participants could
estimate the action of their partner and modulated their own performance accordingly.
The understanding of the task helped participants use an anticipatory strategy to achieve
cooperation.
An Unanswered Question
So far I have discussed types of information shared or communicated by co-actors
in joint action. Despite the heterogeneity of tasks, in most cases, the shared information
was directly related to the task goal. For instance, in the pipe sway task (van der Wel et
al., 2011) in which two participants were asked to control the sway of a PVC pipe by
pulling two cords, haptic information was directly related to the frequency and amplitude
of the sway which were the two components of the task goal. In the conversation
paradigm (Richardson et al., 2007) in which two interlocutors talked about a painting,
their gazes were more closely synchronized after listening to the same discussion about
the painting. Again, the discussion was directly related to the conversation task. So far,
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the conclusion seems to be that the shared information can improve joint action when it
was naturally related to the current task.
One study, however, has drawn my attention for its violation of this conclusion. In
Knoblich and Jordan (2003), the shared information was provided by key-specific tones.
Given that the task was tracking a visual stimulus, the tones had no direct relation to the
task goal and were simply by-products of key presses. However, pairs who finished the
task with tones exhibited anticipatory control strategies that were similar to those of
individuals. For example, if participants tracked the target until it turned at the edge, they
lost the target right after the turn, because the target turned instantly while the tracker had
inertia that prevented it from instantly changing direction. An anticipatory control
strategy involved starting to decrease the speed of the tracker before it reached the edge.
Although this increased the error (distance between the tracker and the target) before
turning, it allowed participants to catch the target faster after it turned which, in turn,
resulted in better overall performance. For dyads to use this anticipatory control strategy,
they needed to somehow reach an “agreement” about when to switch from tracking to
braking. Otherwise, they would interfere with each other (one person accelerated, another
decelerated). How did the tone facilitate reaching this “agreement”? The authors
explained that the tones provided access to others’ action alternatives. It was true that the
tones reflected the key presses of others, but the same information was also indicated by
the movement of the tracker. What were the additional benefits that the external tones
brought to the participants? The explanation lies in the theories of action-effect
contingency.

9

A Possible Answer
Hommel (1998) compared different theoretical models that describe the
relationship between stimulus, response, and action effects (the effects produced by the
response). According to Hommel (1998), early behaviorists like Pavlov and Watson
focused on the connection between stimulus and response (S-R). Then Skinner
transferred this focus to the linkage between response and action effects (R-E)—the
reinforcer. Skinner emphasized that the frequency of response is contingent on the
hedonic value of the action effect it brings about. Later, Tolman argued that learning is
not based on the hedonic value of the results. Rather, learning happens implicitly and is
only exhibited when rewarded. Hommel (1993) went one step further and proposed that
even task irrelevant action effects will be integrated into a common coding structure—the
"Action-Concept".
According to Hommel (1997; 1998), action-concepts are structures where action
and effects are coded together. Through a learning process, involuntary action and its
concurrent perceptual inputs are integrated into an action-concept. Either the action plan
(movement pattern) or the presence of action effects will activate the action-concept that
they belong to, which will in turn influence both action planning and perception.
Subsequently, when one intends to create certain effects (goals) in the environment, the
action plan will be readily available in the same action-concept with those intended
effects. Thus, voluntary behaviors are acquired.
The action-concept model has been tested by various Simon tasks (Hommel,
1996). In the original Simon task (Simon, 1969), participants pressed keys in response to
10

certain colors (e.g., pressing the left key when there was a green stimulus and pressing
the right key when there was a red stimulus). The stimuli were randomly presented on the
left/right side of the screen. When the stimulus was presented on the same side as the
responding key, participants exhibited a shorter reaction time, which was known as the
Simon effect. In an attempt to investigate the power of action effects, Hommel’s (1996)
eliminated the Simon effect by adding an effect on the opposite side of the response (e.g.,
pressing the left key generated a flashing light on the right and pressing the right key
generated a flashing light on the left). The results revealed that not only the spatial
congruency between stimulus and response, but also the spatial congruency between
stimulus and action effect influenced reaction time. While responding to a stimulus, both
action and action effect were involved. These findings support the action-concept model.
There are two important features of Hommel's theory that are informative for the
current study. First, action effects, even those that are irrelevant to the task goal, will be
integrated into an action-concept with the movement pattern that produces them (see
Hommel, 1993; 1994; 1996). Second, there can be more than one action effect that is
coded into an action-concept. These two statements collectively might be able to explain
why external tones helped dyads in the dot tracking task in Knoblich and Jordan (2003).
In the task, participants in the tone condition might have built an action-concept
combining the key press with perception of the tone and the speed change of the tracker
(because the function of each key was to accelerate or decelerate the tracker). For dyads,
they can also perceive their partners' key press by tones (the pitch of the tones were keyspecific so that participants could identify whether the tone was produced by themselves
or their partners) in addition to the speed changes. However, the question still remains—
11

because co-actors could perceive each other via speed changes, what were the additional
benefits brought by the tones?

12

CHAPTER III
RESEARCH DESIGN
Now let us come back to Knoblich and Jordan (2003) and explain how the
external tones facilitated the joint dot tracking task. In the tone condition, pressing
left/right key (action) caused acceleration/deceleration of the tracker and an external,
task-irrelevant tone. After some practice, the action of pressing keys was associated with
the tracker’s movement and the tone even though the tones was task-irrelevant. Then, the
controlling of key presses becomes the controlling of the tracker’s movement and the
sound tones. Participants could use those effects on the computer screen to backtrack the
action plan (pressing or not) of their partner through action-effect association. However,
in the no tone condition, participants only gain the association between key presses and
movement, which means there are fewer effects available to specify the action plan of
their partner. Therefore, the reduced shared information resulted in less successful joint
performance.
The current study was designed to test the hypothesis described above.
Specifically, a dynamical movement control task (dot control task) and a revised Simon
Task (association test) were used to test (1) whether external color effects can improve
joint action performance and (2) whether these effects are integrated into the actionconcept with the movement that produces them.

13

The dot control task was first used in a study exploring the difference between
intrapersonal and interpersonal action coordination (Schloesser, Bai, Abney & Jordan,
2015). The experimental task was to control the movement of dot stimulus by two
computer keys and keep the dot within a rectangular area. Participants in the individual
condition were asked to control both keys while those in the dyad condition only
controlled one key with another one controlled by a partner. The results showed different
movement patterns for individuals and dyads. In the present study, additional color
effects were added to the task. Specifically, when participants held down a key, it not
only produced the movement of the dot, but also caused the background color to change.
If the color effects are able to provide bring additional benefits for action coordination,
participants who complete the task with color effects should have better performance than
those who complete the task without color effects. This facilitating effect might be
qualified by an effect-by-task difficulty interaction (Knoblich & Jordan, 2003).
To examine the association between action and effects, an association test was
used, in which participants pressed computer keys in response to a letter presented in the
center of the screen. Each target letter was presented simultaneously with the movement
of a dot (from left to right or right to left) or a background color. If the reaction time is
shorter when the target and primed key are the same, versus when they are different (i.e.,
a compatibility effect), it indicates the association between action and effects.

14

Method
Participants
Ninety-eight visually healthy participants, who were all naïve to the aim and tasks
of the experiment participated the study. Sixty were assigned to dyad condition (30
dyads) with the remaining assigned to the individual condition (38 individuals). In both
the individual and dyad conditions, half of the participants completed the dot control task
with color effects, which further divided the experimental conditions into four: individual
color (19 individuals), individual non-color (19 individuals), dyad color (15 dyads), and
dyad non-color (15 dyads). This sample size was estimated based on a previous study
(Knoblich & Jordan, 2003) using a similar paradigm. Ninety-two participants were
recruited through Illinois State University’s Department of Psychology SONA system
and received course credit for their participation. Six participants (3 pairs in dyad
condition) participated through offline registration without receiving course credit. All
participants were treated in accordance with the ethical guidelines of the American
Psychological Association.
Experimental Tasks
Dot control task. A computer-based dot control task was used in the experiment,
in which participants control a moving circular stimulus (a white dot with a diameter of
50 pixels and a black center with a diameter of 10 pixels) on the screen by pressing and
holding keys on the keyboard to maintain the stimulus inside a rectangular box (see
Figure B – 1). The box is 100 pixels high, 600 pixels wide, and concentric with the
computer screen. The thickness of the box’s edges is 10 pixels. The dot is located at the
center of the box at the beginning of the task and can move according to key presses.
15

Specifically, participants were asked to control the dot by pressing the “A” key and “L”
key on the computer keyboard. Holding down the “A” key incremented the horizontal
position of the dot each frame (i.e., every 16 msec) and caused locomotion to the right (A
event), while holding down the “L” key decremented the horizontal position each frame
and caused locomotion to the left (L event).
So far, the task sounds very easy because participants can simply press the “A”
key and “L” key in turn and produce horizontal movement back and forth within the
rectangle. However, changing the dot’s direction is actually somewhat challenging
because it is very difficult for the participant to switch from pressing one key to pressing
the other without producing very brief periods (e.g., tens of milliseconds) of either (1)
overlap (i.e., both buttons are being pressed at the same time as the participant attempts to
release one key and begin pressing the other), or (2) no press (neither button is being
pressed because the participant has already released the first key but has yet to begin
pressing the second). If the computer detects the overlap condition, the vertical position
of the dot is incremented each frame (i.e., every 16 msec) while the change in horizontal
position remains the same as it was during the last key event, causing locomotion to
either the upper left (L+A event) or upper right (A+L event). For example, assume the
“L” key is held down first (i.e., the dot is moving to the left). Then, as the participant
attempts to shift from pressing the “L” key to pressing the “A” key, in order to change the
dot’s direct, there is a slight, temporal overlap in the “A” and “L” press, resulting in an
L+A overlap (i.e., the L being first in “L+A” represents the L key was held down before
the A key). In this situation, the stimulus will continue to move to the left, however, it
will move both leftward and upward. Vice versa for A+L overlap.
16

If the computer detects the no press condition, the vertical position of the dot will
be decremented each frame while the horizontal change keeps the same as the last key
event, causing locomotion to either lower left (L-0) or lower right (A-0 event) with the
similar pattern of key overlaps. In every key event, the horizontal and vertical position
will change at a same constant velocity. Given the shape of the box, it is easier for the dot
to go out of the target area vertically than horizontally, which creates the challenge. The
two keys must be held down in an alternative fashion, with as little overlap or no press as
possible.
In non-color conditions, the background color was always gray (RGB: 128, 128,
128). In color conditions, when the “A” key was held down the background became red
(RGB: 255, 128, 128), when the “L” key was held down the background became blue
(RGB: 128, 128, 255), when both keys were held down (i.e., the overlap condition) the
background become pink (the mix of previous two, RGB: 255, 170, 255), and when
neither key was held down (i.e., the no press condition) the background became the same
gray as that in non-color condition. The color of the dot (white) and the rectangular box
(black) remained constant across conditions.
The dot control task was programmed in Microsoft Visual Studio Community
2013 under XNA framework and runs at a 60 Hz refresh rate, which was also the
sampling rate of the data output that includes the dot location and keyboard status every
16 milliseconds.
Association test. The association test used in the experiment was a variation of
the Simon Task. Each participant was asked to press the computer key (“A” or “L”)
17

whenever that letter was presented in the center of the screen (i.e., the target letter). The
target letters were presented simultaneously with a priming stimulus (i.e., an animation of
dot movement from left to right or from right to left, or a background color, either red or
blue). The movement and color stimuli were referred to as the priming stimulus (versus
target stimulus) because it was assumed that their previous presence as action effects
during the dot control portion of the experiment would result in their “activating” (i.e.,
priming) the action (i.e., “A” or “L” button press, with which they had been paired).
The speed of the dot in the animation was 375 pixels per second (pps). The red
and blue background color were the same as those used in the color conditions during the
dot control task. Because the “A” key produces the dot movement to the right and the red
background in color conditions, a trial in the association test in which “A” was the target,
and the priming stimulus was either dot movement to the right or a red background, was
considered a compatible trial for participants who had participated in the color
conditions, because the target key and the primed key are the same key (i.e., the “A” key
in both cases). If the target key was “A” and the priming stimulus was either dot
movement to the left or a blue background, the trial was considered an incompatible trial
because the target key (i.e., the “A” key) and the primed key (i.e., “L”) were not the
same. Compatible and incompatible trials were also created for the “L” key, in the same
fashion.
For participants who completed the dot-control task in the non-color conditions,
in which key presses did not produce color effects, only the movement priming was
considered to create compatible or incompatible trials. Different combinations of priming
18

type (movement or color), primed key (“A” or “L”), and target key (“A” or “L”)
produced 8 possible trial types. There were 80 trials consisting of 10 of each type.
On each trial, a center fixation point was presented for 500 milliseconds followed
by a 100 millisecond blank interval. Then the target stimulus and the priming stimulus
were presented in the center of the screen (see Hommel, 1996) for 800 milliseconds.
Starting from the onset of target key, there was a 1500 millisecond window for
participants to respond. After this window, the next trial started after a 1400 millisecond
inter-trial interval (see Figure B – 2).
Procedure
Upon arrival at the laboratory, participants read and signed the informed consent
and reported their age, dominant hand, and whether they were color blind. They were
then lead to the experiment room and received oral instructions about the task. The
experiment comprised four sections. The first section was a 3-minute dot control task,
which was followed by an association test as the second section. In the third section,
participants were asked to complete ten 1-minute and a 3-minute dot control task. Finally,
they completed another association test in the fourth section.
In both 3-minute dot control tasks, the dot velocity was 375 pps, which has been
used in a previous study (Schloesser et al., 2015). In the ten 1-minute dot control tasks,
the dot velocity increased from 300 pps to 500 pps (from trial 1 to trial 5) with an
increment of 50 pps, then decreased from 500 pps to 300 pps (from trial 6 to trial 10)
with a decrement of 50 pps (see Figure B – 3). This arrangement of velocity increments
assured each velocity was experienced in the same average position across the 10 one19

minute trails. Pilot data revealed significant decrements in performance with increases in
velocity.
Instructions were given before each section (see Appendix A). There was no
instruction about the link between key presses and the background color or the way to use
the color to improve performance, nor was there any suggestion about any strategy. The
velocity in the 3-minute blocks was chosen to avoid ceiling and floor effect according to
a pilot study. The 10 one-minute blocks worked as training blocks. The pyramidal
arrangement of velocities allows for counterbalancing the amount of training at each level
of velocity, as well as their average position in the sequence. The use of various
velocities also allowed for investigating the potential interaction between task difficulty
and other variables (e.g., Knoblich & Jordan, 2003). Specifically, the two 3-minute
blocks of dot control task were installed to provide the contrast of performance on the
same velocity after different amounts of training. The ten 1-minute blocks were used to
compare the performance with different velocities after the same average amount of
training. Thus, task difficulty and training were dissociated.
In individual conditions, participants completed all sections alone. In the dyad
conditions, two participants completed the dot control task together, each in a different
room, with each participant controlling one key on their own, separate keyboard, while
they viewed the stimulus events on their own, separate monitor. Both keyboards and
monitors fed into the same computer. In the association test, participants completed the
test separately, again, on their own keyboard and monitor, and were responsible for
responding to both target letters (i.e., “A” and “L”). The program read and saved both
participants’ responses separately. All participants sat roughly 60 cm in front of the
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monitor, wearing sound proof headphones during the entire experiment. After completing
all experimental tasks, participants were thanked and debriefed.
Design, Data Analysis, and Prediction
There were four experimental conditions: individual color, individual non-color,
dyad color, and dyad non-color. There were five variables used to quantify the
performance in the dot control task. The percent of in-box time in each block is the
amount of time that the dot stayed in the rectangular box divided by the total amount of
time in that block. Considering the goal of the task, in-box time is the most direct
measurement of performance. The second performance variable is the average time a key
event persists (coast time). A good joint performance implies low interference between
co-actors. In the dot control task, interference can be reflected by the frequent change of
key events or short coast times. The third and fourth variables are the average absolute
horizontal turning position (turning point) and the standard deviation of turning point.
Turning point is the place on the screen where the dot changes its horizontal moving
direction. Previous research (Schloesser et al., 2015) has shown that participants who
have a longer in-box time tend to turn the horizontal direction of the dot at the edge areas
(two sides) of the box, whereas those who have shorter in-box time tend to make turns in
the center area, which results in more frequent turns and key presses. This variable also
distinguishes individual from dyad performance because the former tends to make turns
close to the edge and the latter does so closer to the middle. The variability of the turning
point reflects how stable the performance is. The last performance variable is the average
vertical deviation of the dot from the center, which is the mean of the absolute y
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coordinate of every data point (every key event) in each block. This is also an index of
the stability of the performance.
A task mode (individual vs. dyad) by training (color vs. non-color) by velocity
(300 pps, 350 pps, 400 pps, 450 pps, and 500 pps) mixed Analysis of Variance
(ANOVA) on these performance variables revealed (1) whether learning the dot control
task with color action effects can improve performance, and (2) whether the benefits of
color effects is qualified by an training × velocity interaction. According to the
hypothesis of the present study, (1) individuals should have better performance than
dyads, and (2) as was the case in Knoblich and Jordan (2003), the dyads who complete
the task with color effects should have better performance than those who complete the
task without color effects, especially in high-velocity (difficult) trials.
To test the association between key presses and key effects, a training (color vs.
non-color) by priming type (movement vs. color) by session (association test 1 vs. 2) by
primed key (“A” vs. “L”) by target key (“A” vs. “L”) ANOVA on reaction time was
conducted to uncover (1) whether there are compatible/incompatible effects between
priming stimulus (action effects in dot control task) and target key (action in dot control
task), (2) whether the compatible/incompatible effect caused by color priming is only
exhibited by participants who trained with color (i.e., the color condition) and (3) whether
any potential compatibility/incompatibility effect in the second association test is stronger
than that in the first one. In other words, whether participants have a stronger actioneffect association after 10 blocks of training.
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For individual participants who completed the task with color effects, they are
predicted to exhibit shorter reaction times for compatible color-primed trials (primed key
= target key) than incompatible color-primed trials (primed key ≠ target key)(see Figure
B – 4.1). For individual participants who completed the task without color effects, color
priming was not expected to influence reaction time (see Figure B – 4.2). In contrast,
movement-primed trials were expected to exhibit compatible/incompatible effects for
every participant in individual condition (see Figure B – 4.3).
The situation is more complicated for participants in the dyad condition, because
they only controlled one key during the dot control task and might have only learned the
association between pressing their own key (self key) and the color effect produced by
that key. If, during an association-test trial, the priming stimulus is the color effect of the
self key, participants should respond faster to the self key than the other key, because the
latter condition will result in both responses being primed (i.e., the compatibility effect).
When the priming stimulus is the color effect of the other key, the participant’s reaction
time would not be influenced (no priming effect) if participants did not learn an
association between the other’s color effects and their own action (see Figure B – 4.4).
Another possibility is that participants in the dyad-color condition would learn
that they should not press their key when their partner’s key is pressed. In other words,
they might have built the association between lifting their finger (the opposite of pressing
the key) and the color effect of the other. Therefore, if they are primed by the other’s
color effect but given the self key as target, their reaction time will increase due to an
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action conflict (lifting finger VS. pressing the key). The result pattern of this alternative
possibility is shown in Figure B – 4.5.
The third possibility is that participants would project their partner’s action-effect
contingencies on their own non-used hand (i.e., when they control “A” key by left hand,
they simulate their partner’s key press by right hand, or when they control the “L” key by
right hand, they simulate their partner’s key press by left hand). That is, the color effect
of their partner’s key press might prime them to push the fingers of the resting hand as if
they were controlling the other key by this hand. The data pattern of this alternative
possibility is illustrated in Figure B – 4.6. Also note that, these three possibilities are only
proposed for participants in dyad-color condition. For those dyads in non-color condition,
color priming should not influence their reaction time (see Figure B – 4.7).
Movement priming was expected to produce compatible/incompatible effects for
every participant in the dyad condition, but the effects pattern should vary according to
how they represent their partner. Three possibilities of data pattern are illustrated in
Figure B – 4.8 to B – 4.10 based on the same reasoning provided in the preceding
paragraph.
Although there were many possible results in the association test, the
differentiation between them was not the focus of the present study. The aim of the
association test was to reveal the internal association between key press action and its
action effects (color and movement) by finding compatible/incompatible effects in
reaction time data. The existence rather than the pattern of compatibility/incompatibility
was the major concern of the present study. Whether there was association between
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action inhibition (not pressing the key) and its effects (i.e., the action effects generated by
the other as they press their key) was to be explored rather than predicted. Furthermore,
how co-actors perceive and represent their partner was also unclear, which would give
rise to different results. Three possibilities listed above are simply here to avoid potential
confusion, not to make predictions.
Finally, to test whether external color effects facilitate joint action through actioneffect association, correlational analysis on the magnitude of the compatibility effect and
performance indices was conducted. It was predicted that the magnitude of the
compatibility effect in in the association test would be positively correlated with the
performance indices of dot control task. That is, participants who had a better
performance in the dot control task achieved that through building stronger association
between action and effects.
Pilot Data
According to the results of a previous study (Schloesser et al., 2015), individual
participants tended to press or release a key at two edges of the target area, which means
that the dot coasted back and forth between two edges (see Figure B– 5.1). In contrast,
dyads tended to press and release a key more frequently and mostly in the middle of the
target area, which means that the dot movement was constrained to the middle of the
target area (see Figure B – 5.2). These typical movement patterns of individuals and
dyads were expected to appear in the current study, except for dyads who learn to control
the dot with color action effects. I predicted these participants would produce buttonpress patterns more consistent with the patterns produced by individuals.
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To ensure that the manipulation of velocity across trials actually varied task
difficulty in the proposed experiments, we pilot tested the methodology and collected
data from 49 participants. Two were excluded from analysis because of incomplete data.
Each participant was asked to follow the previously described experimental procedure
(see Figure B – 3). Every participant completed the individual condition of the dot control
task (i.e., they did it by themselves), and without the color effect. A one-way repeated
measures ANOVA on the percent in-box time in each trial revealed a main effect of
velocity, F(4,184) = 42.92, p < .001, Partial η2 = .48. The percent in-box time was larger
in the blocks with low velocity, and smaller in those with high velocity (see Figure B – 6).
The data indicate that our velocity manipulations truly varied task difficulty. Another
one-way ANOVA on repeated measures (Block 1 vs. Block 12) yielded a main effect of
block, F(1,46) = 59.37, p < .001, Partial η2 = .56. The percent in-box time of Block 12 (M
= .83, SD = .15) was significantly larger than that of Block 1 (M = .53, SD = .27). This
showed the improvement in performance after ten blocks of training. Overall, these
velocities elicited a good range of performance and showed neither ceiling nor floor
effects.
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
Data Processing
All datasets used in the analyses were checked and corrected from input error.
Sixty-six participants were included in the analyses on the dot control task, and 63
participants were included in the analyses on the association test. Two participants in the
individual condition (one in the individual color condition and one in individual noncolor condition) were excluded from both analyses due to missing data. Another three
participants (one in the dyad color condition and two in the dyad non-color condition)
were excluded from analyses on the association test due to incomplete data.
In the dot control task, although participants were asked to press only “A” key
and “L” key to control the dot, other adjacent keys such as the “S” key and “K” key were
also pressed according to the output file. These possibly unintended keypresses, however,
created new key events that would disrupt some important data analyses. For example,
one dependent variable in the current study was the coast time of keypresses, meaning the
amount of time one key event persists before it changes to the next one. In the output file,
each data point represents a key event (either pressing or releasing a key). Coast time was
calculated by subtracting the time stamp of a key event from the time stamp of the next
one. However, unintended keypress might cause a key event like “S”, “AS”, “K”, “KL”,
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thus one key event (e.g., “A”) might be split up into three (e.g., “A”, “AS”, “A”), so does
the coast time. Therefore, these data points were either deleted or changed to “A” or “L”
to reflect the real situation in the experiment.
The independent variable—velocity—has five levels (300 pps, 350 pps, 400 pps,
450 pps and 500 pps). The value of each dependent variable, for each level of velocity,
was the average of the two blocks using that velocity. For example, the percent in-box
time of 300 pps was the average in-box time of Block 2 and Block 11, and the percent inbox time of 350 pps was the average in-box time of Block 3 and Block 10.
Visual Analysis
A scatter plot of key events was made for each individual and dyad. In the plot, x
and y axes were the x and y coordinates in the dot control task. Every point in the plot
indicates the location of a key event (i.e. pressing or releasing a key). Overall,
participants in individual condition had most key events clustered in the two edge areas
of the box, whereas those in the dyad condition had most key events clustered in the
center area of the box. Specifically, individuals who had longer in-box time showed
concentrated cluster of key events close to the two edges of the box (see Figure B – 7.1 to
B – 7.3), whereas dyads who had longer in-box time exhibited larger cluster at the center

of the box (see Figure B – 7.4 to B – 7.6). As the training went on, some dyads showed
more individual-like cluster in the last few blocks (see Figure B – 7.7), which indicates a
shift of strategy. For participants who had shorter in-box time, their distribution of key
events were highly dispersed no matter in individual or dyad conditions (see Figure B –
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7.8 to B – 7.13). The scatter plots of participants who were trained with color effects were

not visually distinguishable from those who were trained without color effects.
Performance Data
Percent In-box Time
A mode (individual vs. dyad) by training (color vs. non-color) by velocity (300
pps – 500 pps) mixed ANOVA (mode and training were between participant variable,
velocity was within participant variable) yielded a significant main effect of velocity,
F(4, 248) = 53.44, p < .001, Partial η2 = .46. The higher the velocity, the lower the
percent in-box time (see Figure B – 8). This indicates that the manipulation of task
difficulty was successful. There was also a significant main effect of mode, F(1,62) =
85.82, p < .001, Partial η2 = .58. The percent in-box time of individuals (M = .78, SD =
.15) was significantly higher than that of dyads (M = .41, SD = .18). There were no more
significant effect (see means and standard deviations in Table C – 1).
In order to address improvement in performance, a mode (individual vs. dyad) by
training (color vs. non-color) by block (Block 1 vs. Block 12, both had the velocity of
375 pps) mixed ANOVA was conducted. There was a significant main effect of block,
F(1,62) = 97.33, p < .001, Partial η2 = .61, in that percent in-box time of Block 12 (M =
.68, SD = .26) was significantly higher than that of Block 1 (M = .43, SD = .26). There
was also a significant main effect of mode, F(1,62) = 69.34, p < .001, Partial η2 = .53.
The percent in-box time of individuals (M = .71, SD = .17) was significantly higher than
that of dyads (M = .37, SD = .15). The interaction between block and mode was
significant, F(1,62) = 4.83, p = .03, Partial η2 = .07. As can be seen in Figure B – 9,
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individuals improved more across blocks than dyads, with individuals having higher
percent in-box time in Block 12 (M = .86, SD = .13) than Block 1 (M = .56, SD = .25),
F(1,35) = 87.70, p < .001, Partial η2 = .72, and dyads also having significantly higher
percent in-box time in Block 12 (M = .47, SD = .21) than Block 1 (M = .27, SD = .15),
F(1,29) = 24.75, p < .001, Partial η2 = .46. There were no other significant effect (see
means and standard deviations in Table C – 2).
Coast Time
The same analyses conducted on percent in-box time were applied to coast time.
A mode (individual vs. dyad) by training (color vs. non-color) by velocity (300 pps – 500
pps) mixed ANOVA showed a main effect of velocity, F(4,248) = 35.09, p < .001, Partial
η2 = .36. The coast time decreased as velocity increased (see Figure B – 10). There was
also a main effect of mode, F(1,62) = 69.48, p < .001, Partial η2 = .53. The coast time of
individuals (M = 567.14, SD = 139.14) was significantly longer than that of dyads (M =
249.63, SD = 167.31). There was also a significant interaction between mode and
velocity, F(4,248) = 17.67, p < .001, Partial η2 = .22. For participants in individual
conditions, there was a significant effect of velocity on coast time, F(4,140) = 39.80, p <
.001, Partial η2 = .53. The higher the velocity the lower the coast time (see Figure B – 11).
For dyads, there was also a significant effect of velocity, F(4,116) = 11.22, p < .001,
Partial η2 = .28. However, the effect of velocity had a different pattern on dyads than on
individuals (see Figure B – 11) in that while coast time decreased continuously with
increased velocity for individuals, dyads had slightly larger coast times at the lower
velocities, but not to nearly the extent of individuals. There were no more significant
effect (see means and standard deviations in Table C – 3).
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A mode (individual vs. dyad) by training (color vs. non-color) by block (Block 1
vs. Block 12, both had the velocity of 375 pps) mixed ANOVA on coast time revealed a
main effect of block, F(1,62) = 46.89, p < .001, Partial η2 = .43. The coast time of block 12
(M = 614.20, SD = 145.61) was significantly longer than that of Block 1 (M = 320.26, SD
= 197.67). There was also a main effect of mode, F(1,62) = 43.23, p < .001, Partial η2 =
.41. The coast time of participants in individual conditions (M = 519.98, SD = 148.04) was
significantly longer than that of those in dyad conditions (M = 261.75, SD = 168.43). There
were no other significant effect (see means and standard deviations in Table C – 4).
Turning Point
The same analyses on coast time were also applied to the mean and standard
deviation of absolute horizontal coordinate of turning point, respectively. A mode
(individual vs. dyad) by training (color vs. non-color) by velocity (300 pps – 500 pps)
mixed ANOVA on the mean of absolute turning point yield only a main effect of
velocity, F(4,248) = 12.55, p < .001, Partial η2 = .17. The higher the velocity, the further
the turning point deviated from the center (see Figure B – 12) (see means and standard
deviations in Table C – 5). In order to test the stability of turning point, the same ANOVA
on standard deviation of absolute turning point revealed a main effect of velocity,
F(4,248) = 15.47, p < .001, Partial η2 = .20. The standard deviation of the turning point
increased as the increase of velocity (see Figure B – 13). There was also a main effect of
mode, F(1,62) = 40.18, p < .001, Partial η2 = .39. The standard deviation of the turning
point of dyads (M = 156.17, SD = 41.14) was significantly larger than that of individuals
(M = 99.14, SD =32.15). There were no more significant effects (see means and standard
deviations in Table C – 6).
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A mode (individual vs. dyad) by training (color vs. non-color) by block (Block 1
vs. Block 12, both had the velocity of 375 pps) mixed ANOVA on mean and standard
deviation of absolute turning point found no significant effects.
Vertical Deviation
A mode (individual vs. dyad) by training (color vs. non-color) between
participants ANOVA was conducted on average absolute vertical deviation. This variable
reflects how far, on average, the moving dot deviated from the horizontal center line.
Only a main effect of mode was found, F(1,65) = 19.22, p < .001, Partial η2 = .24. The
average vertical deviation of dyads (M = 92.22, SD = 40.28) was significantly larger than
that of individuals (M = 48.57, SD = 40.70).
Compatibility Analysis
The purpose of the compatibility analysis was to determine whether or not
memory associations had developed during the dot control task between the action effects
participants generated (i.e., movements of the dot and changes in background color for
those in the color condition) and the actions that produced the action effects (i.e., pressing
the “A” and/or “L” button). For participants in the individual condition, if they were
primed with the effects (color or movement) produced by pressing “A” key in the dot
control task, and their response to an “A” target was faster than that to “L” target, this
would be considered as compatible/incompatible effects. However, it is harder to define
compatibility and incompatibility for dyads, because each co-actor in a pair only
controlled one key. When they were primed with effects produced by the key their
partner controlled (and the participant did not control), the response to that key might not
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be facilitated, and the response to the opposite target key might not be inhibited. In other
words, the effects of their partner’s key might not influence their reaction time at all,
because they never had the experience of producing associations between their partner’s
key and the effects it generated. To be sure, associations may have developed between
the effects of their partner’s key and something else (e.g., the participant’s act of not
pressing their own button, or a simulation the participant may have generated of actually
pressing the partner’s key). Given these differences between the individual and dyad
interpretation of the results of the association test, separate analyses were conducted on
the two conditions.
Analyses of the Individual Condition
A training (color vs. non-color) by session (1 vs. 2) by priming type (color vs.
movement) by primed key (“A” vs. “L”) by target key (“A” vs. “L”) mixed ANOVA
(training was the only between participants variable) was applied to the reaction time data
in the association test. There was a marginally significant interaction between session and
priming type, F(1,34) = 4.06, p = .052, Partial η2 = .11, a significant interaction between
priming type and primed key, F(1,34) = 4.23, p = .047, Partial η2 = .11, a significant three
way interaction between session, priming type and target key, F(1,34) = 4.63, p = .04,
Partial η2 = .12, and a significant four way interaction between training, priming type,
primed key, and target key, F(1,34) = 4.80, p = .04, Partial η2 = .12. No more significant
effect was found.
Because four of the five variables were involved in a significant interaction, and
because each had only one degree of freedom in the analysis, we reduced the number of
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variables by creating the Compatibility Difference Score. The Compatibility Difference
Score of one participant is the mean difference between reaction times on compatible
trials and incompatible trials (see Formula A) in each condition. When the effect of one
key was presented as the priming stimulus and the other key was presented as the target,
the trial was considered an incompatible trial. In contrast, when the primed key and the
target key were the same, the trial was considered a compatible trial. A positive
Compatibility Difference Score (i.e., mean RT of incompatible trial – mean RT of
compatible trial) indicates that the mean reaction time of incompatible trials was longer
than the mean reaction time of compatible trials. The value of the Compatibility
Difference Score is a comprehensive indicator of compatibility/incompatibility effect, in
that, the larger the Compatibility Difference Scores, the more the prime activated the
opposite response of the target letter. Or, said another way, the larger the Compatibility
Difference Score, the stronger the association between the actions and effects acquired
during the dot-control task.
A training (color vs. non-color) by session (1 vs. 2) by priming type (color vs.
movement) mixed ANOVA (training was the only between participants variable) on
Compatibility Difference Score yielded a significant interaction between training and
priming type (see Figure B – 14), F(1,34) = 4.80, p = .04, Partial η2 = .12. For participants
in the non-color condition, their Compatibility Difference Score was marginally
significantly larger when the priming type was movement (M = 11.15, SD = 18.97) than
when it was color (M = -4.78, SD = 22.29), t(17) = 1.96, p = .07, d = .67. For participants
in the color condition, their Compatibility Difference Score in movement primed trial (M
= -0.36, SD = 17.23) did not significantly differ from that in color primed trial (M = 5.12,
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SD = 26.04), t(17) = 1.01, p = .33, d = .35. For movement primed trials, the Compatibility
Difference Score of participants in individual non-color condition (M = 11.15, SD =
18.97) was marginally significantly larger than that of participants in individual color
condition (M = -0.36, SD = 17.23), t(34) = 1.91, p = .07, d = .66. For color primed trials,
the Compatibility Difference Score of participants in individual non-color condition (M =
-4.78, SD = 22.29) and individual color condition (M = 5.12, SD = 26.04) were not
significantly different, t(34) = 1.23, p = .23, d = .42. Follow up one sample t-test showed
that only participants in individual non-color condition showed a positive Compatibility
Difference Score that was significantly larger than 0 in movement primed trials, t(17) =
2.50, p = .02, d = .59.
Analyses of the Dyad Condition
Because participants in dyad conditions only controlled one key in the dot control
task, they were only trained with the contingency between that key and the effects it
produced. However, in the association test, each co-actor in a dyad was asked to respond
with both “A” key and “L”. The same priming means something different to the two coactors in a dyad. For example, when the primed key was “A”, participants who controlled
the “A” key in the dot control task might have a faster response to target “A” than target
“L”. However, for their partner who controlled the “L” key, the meaning of “A” priming
is unclear because they were never trained with “A” key. Therefore, in the analyses on
dyads, the primed key and target key were recoded from “A” and “L” into “self-key” and
“other-key”, according to their key role in the dot control task.
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A training (color vs. non-color) by session (1 vs. 2) by priming type (color vs.
movement) by primed key (“self-key” vs. “other-key”) by target key (“self-key” vs.
“other-key”) mixed ANOVA on reaction time revealed only a session by priming type by
primed key three way interaction, F(1,55) = 4.51, p = .04, Partial η2 = .08.
To decrease the dimension of analysis, three Compatibility Difference Scores
were developed for dyads. Compatibility Difference Score I (see Formula B) was the
difference of reaction time between the self-key primed, other-key targeted (SO) trials
and those self-key primed, self-key targeted (SS) trials. If participants built the
association between pressing the self-key and its effects, the reaction time of SS trials
should be shorter than SO trials, which will be reflected by a positive value of
Compatibility Difference Score I. Compatibility Difference Score II (see Formula C) was
the difference of reaction time between OS and SS trials. Compatibility Difference Score
III (see Formula D) was the difference of reaction time between OO and SS. Analyzing
these three Compatibility Difference Scores will provide a means of assessing the extent
to which the effects generated by the partner’s key presses became associated with
actions (or non-actions) on the part of the participant.
A training (color vs. non-color) by session (1 vs. 2) by priming type (color vs.
movement) mixed ANOVA on each of the three Compatibility Difference Scores found
no significant result.
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Correlational Analyses between Compatibility Difference Scores
and Performance Variables
The Compatibility Difference Score was produced to quantify compatibility
effects induced by the association between action and its effects. An important question
of the current study was the relationship between the performance in dot control task and
the action-effect association revealed in the association test. Therefore, a correlational
analysis was conducted between the Compatibility Difference Score and the performance
indices. The Compatibility Difference Score was calculated separately for (1) motion
primed trials in session 1 (MPT1), (2) color primed trials in session 1 (CPT1), (3) motion
primed trials in session 2 (MPT2), and (4) color primed trials in session 2 (CPT2). The
performance indices used in the correlational analysis were the percent in-box time and
coast time of each block of dot control task. Because participants in non-color conditions
did not experience color effects in dot control task, CPT1 and CPT2 were not included in
correlation analysis of these participants.
The result of the correlational analysis for participants in the individual non-color
condition is presented in Table C – 7. There were no significant correlations between
Compatibility Difference Score of MPT1, MPT2 and performance indices. Correlational
analysis on participants in the individual color condition revealed significant correlations
between Compatibility Difference Score in MPT1 and the percent in-box time of Block 2,
r = .60, p = .01, Compatibility Difference Score in MPT1 and coast time of Block 2, r =
.57, p = .01, Compatibility Difference Score in CPT2 and the coast time of Block 1, r =
.64, p = .004, Compatibility Difference Score in CPT2 and the coast time of Block 6, r =
.55, p = .02 (see Table C – 8). Because Compatibility Difference Score II and III do not
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have a clear theoretical meaning, only Compatibility Difference Score I was used for
correlational analysis on dyad. For participants in dyad non-color condition, no
significant correlation was found between Compatibility Difference Score I in MPT 1 and
MPT 2 and performance indices (see Table C – 9). The correlational analysis on
participants in dyad color condition also did not reveal any significant result (see Table C
– 10).
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CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION
Summary of the Study
The current study investigated joint action performance and its internal
mechanisms. Taking the approach of Theory of Event Coding, I hypothesized that an
externally added action effect, through training, would come to be associated with the
action that produced it, and facilitate action control. In joint action, given the action effect
of their partner, co-actors can acquire the information about their partner’s action plan
and coordinate their own to improve joint performance. A joint movement control task
and an association test were used to address these hypotheses. The results of the study
supported and expanded the framework of Theory of Event Coding. However, the results
of joint action performance was more perplexing than expected.
Performance in Dot Control Task
The visual analysis on scatter plots revealed different performance strategies of
individuals and dyads. Individuals, especially those who were more successful in the dot
control task, showed highly concentrated clusters of key events close to the two
horizontal edges of the target area. This type of performance was associated with longer
coast times and further turning points. They were able to achieve the best performance by
making the lowest level of physical effort (slow key presses). However, the clusters of
dyads were less concentrated and were located at the center of the target area, which
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implies a shorter coast times and closer turning points. Those dyads have spent more
physical effort (fast key presses) in the dot control task. This cost of interpersonal action
coordination was also reported in previous studies (van der Wel et al., 2011; Knoblich &
Jordan, 2003; Schloesser et al., 2015). Through training, however, some dyads were able
to achieve individual-like performance in the last few blocks (see Knoblich & Jordan,
2003). Unfortunately, the color effects were not the cause of this change.
Note that the “strategy” described above was not an intentional cognitive process.
Rather, it was an automatic activation of action concepts. The fast pace of the dot control
task does not allow for deliberate strategy making. What participants have experienced
was fast and consecutive perceptual effects of their key presses. When the effects
satisfied the task goal, the pattern of key press that produced it was preserved. Because
individual participants had full key-movement mapping, it was easier for them to
experience the effects of each key press. When they experienced the dot moving from
one side of the box to another, this key press pattern was kept. However, it was very hard
for dyads to experience those side-to-side dot movements. Instead, when both of them
press their own keys at a very fast pace, the dot maintained in the center of the box,
which serve the goal of the task. Therefore, they kept this fast key press pattern.
Beyond visual analysis, five indices were used to quantify the performance in dot
control task. The first one was percent in-box—the percent of time that the dot was
maintained within target area. The results showed that an increase of velocity led to the
decrease of in-box time. The arrangement of velocity in the present study successfully
manipulated the difficulty of the dot control task. When the dot moved in high velocity, it
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was harder for the participants, either in individual conditions or dyad conditions, to
maintain the dot within the rectangular box. All participants, on average, had a longer inbox time after ten blocks of training. Participants in individual conditions had a longer inbox time than those in dyad conditions, which was also reported by previous studies
(Knoblich & Jordan, 2003; Schloesser et al., 2015). However, the present study also
showed that individuals’ improvement of performance through training was larger than
that of dyads, which is opposite to the study of Knoblich and Jordan (2003) who found a
larger improvement of dyad than individual when the dyad completed the task with tone
effects. This difference might due to the type of external effects used in the task. Color
effects, in the present study, failed to improve the in-box time of either dyads or
individuals.
The second performance index was coast time—the average length of time a key
event persisted before changing to another one. Low coast times mean frequent changes
of key event produced by fast keypresses, which is the sign of novice and low
performance (see Knoblich & Jordan, 2003; Schloesser et al., 2015). The perfect strategy
of the dot control task is holding down “A” and “L” key rhythmically and alternatively so
that the dot can coast back and forth horizontally between two edges of the box. When
this strategy is used, the coast time should range from 1200 millisecond (at 500 pps) to
2000 millisecond (at 300 pps). However, the average coast time in every condition was
far below this range. While learning this task, participants need lots of trials and errors to
acquire the unusual key-movement mapping. The results showed that participants, on
average, had a longer coast time in the last block than the first block. Although all made
improvement, the coast time of dyads was always shorter than that of individuals. The
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major disadvantage of dyads was the complicated key-movement mapping. The result of
their keypress does not only depend on themselves but is modified by the action of their
partner. The timing issue was also more challenging for them than for individuals. It was
hypothesized that color effects could help dyads specify their partner’s action plan so that
they could acquire a complete key-movement mapping and coordinated timing, resulting
in the same level of coast time with individuals. Unexpectedly, color effects did not allow
dyads a longer coast time, nor did it grant a larger improvement of dyads than
individuals.
The third and fourth indices were the mean and standard deviation of the absolute
horizontal coordinate of turning point. Both indices were sensitive to velocity.
Understandably, when the speed of the dot was fast, the turning point was more variable
and farther from the center of the screen. The results also revealed that participants in
individual conditions had more stable turning point than dyads, which is in line with our
hypothesis. However, the present study did not find a farther turning point of individuals
than dyads as it was found previously (Knoblich & Jordan, 2003; Schloesser et al., 2015).
It is highly possible that the large range of speed induced a large variance that
overshadowed the difference between individuals and dyads. Again, color effects did not
make the turning point of dyads as stable as individuals.
The last index was vertical deviation—the average absolute vertical coordinates
of every data point. The comparison on this index showed that individuals had smaller
vertical turbulence than dyads. Knowing that all vertical movements were caused by key
overlaps or gaps (no key was pressed), this result implies that participants’ key presses
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were more coordinated when they had control on both keys. Still, the color effects did not
make any significant difference.
Overall, participants in individual conditions had a better performance than dyads
as hypothesized. Individual participants also showed larger improvement from Block 1 to
Block 12. However, our second hypothesis on performance was not supported. Color
effects did not improve the performance of dyads. There might be three reasons. First, it
may be difficult to integrate color effects into action concept. Previous studies of Theory
of Event Coding and joint action only use auditory cues as external effects in their
experimental tasks. The role of color effects had not been addressed prior to this study. It
is possible that color effects cannot bring additional benefits to action control. Second, it
may be the case that external effects that share the same modality with the task effects
cannot help action control. Given the dot control task is a vision-based movement control
task, the presence of additional visual information might increase the cognitive load of
the participants. Distracted by the color effects, participants must have fewer resources to
learn the key-movement mapping, which cancelled out the benefits of external effects.
Third, the key-movement mapping of the dot control task might be too complicated to be
learned with the help of external effects. In the study of Knoblich and Jordan (2003), the
stimulus could only move horizontally, whereas, the dot in the present study can move in
six directions (left, right, upper-left, upper-right, lower-left, and lower-right). The
formation of an action concept for each of the six movements might call for more training
than the experiment provided. Additionally, participants might have experienced
frustration while learning the complicated key-movement mapping and stopped trying.
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Action-effect Association
Because color effects failed to improve joint performance in the dot control task,
color primed trials in the association test should induce no compatibility/incompatibility
effects. In our results, there was no compatibility/incompatibility effect in color primed
trials in all conditions. Participants only exhibit compatibility/incompatibility effects in
movement primed trials when they completed the dot control task by themselves without
color effects. When they were trained with color effects in the dot control task, however,
even the compatibility/incompatibility effects in movement primed trials disappeared. In
other words, not only were the color effects (external effects) not integrated into the
action concepts, they also interfered the integration of movement effects (task effects).
This finding is consistent with TEC and its assertion that action effects share dynamic
associations with their actions. In other words, the association of the movement effects
with the key presses was modulated by the presence of the color effect. This also explains
why color effects did not help dyads improve their performance. However, participants in
dyad non-color condition did not exhibit compatibility/incompatibility effects in
movement primed trials as those in individual non-color condition. The reason might lie
in what was discussed about performance in dot control task. The key-movement
mapping of the dot control task is far more complicated than previous paradigm
(Knoblich & Jordan, 2003). When having control on both keys, participants could still
learn the association between keypresses and the movements it produced because they
experienced the action-effect contingency. But when they only control one key, the
results of their keypresses depend on the concurrent keypresses of their partner.
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Therefore, participants in dyad conditions did not experience consistent action-effect
contingency and did not form well-functioned action concepts.
At the end of the experiment, some participants reported that the frequent change
of background color was annoying to them. This might be the reason why the
Compatibility Difference Score of the individual color condition was highly variable.
When the perceptual effects were considered as noise, their integration to action concept
might be hindered. However, some other participants in the individual color condition
were able to press the keys slower and experienced slower color changes. The longer
exposure of key effects allowed them to build the association to key presses. This
individual difference increased the variance of Compatibility Difference Score, which
made the average Compatibility Difference Score statistically equals to zero.
The Relationship between Action Control and Action-effect Association
According to Theory of Event Coding (Hommel et al., 2001), the perceptual
effects of an action will be integrated in the organization and planning of the action code.
Hence, good action control is based on a tight binding between action and its perceptual
effects. The present study found a positive correlation between magnitude of
compatibility/incompatibility effects and performance indices (in-box time and coast
time) in individual conditions. However, no such correlation exited in dyad conditions.
This is in line with the fact that individuals had better performance than dyads. Based on
this, I extrapolate that action control actually and eventually effects control, especially
after practice. Through training, one can become more and more sophisticated at a certain
task. Along the process, links between action and what it incurs are built. Through these
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links, actions can be modified as the controller’s focus is more on the difference between
the current and intended effects than on the actions themselves. While experts complete a
learned task, they are less aware of themselves but more aware of the task. Novices, on
the contrary, are less aware of the task but more aware of themselves. What they lack are
the integrated action concepts that form through thorough training in the task space.
From Static Event Coding to Dynamic Event Coding
Previous research addressing Theory of Event Coding has only examined the
integration of static perceptual effects (e.g., sound tone, flash light, etc.) into action
concept. The present study, for the first time, uncovered the integration of dynamic
effects (i.e., dot movement). The 800 millisecond movement priming in the association
test produced compatibility effects in reaction time, which means that the movement
effect had been integrated into the action concept that contains the action code of key
press. However, the length of movement effect in the dot control task varied from around
100 millisecond to more than 1000 millisecond. This was a good indication that what was
integrated into the action concept was not a series of static picture of dot but a dynamic
movement without temporal specification. When participants were presented with the
dynamic movement, not matter in what duration, the action concept that stored the
dynamic movement effect was activated and caused a compatibility effect. This temporal
flexibility is actually not surprising. There are endless perceptual effects we need to deal
with in daily life. Even a simple movement like walking is not a perfectly repetitive
action, because each step can be different. Storing perceptual effects in flexible and
dynamic forms allows for the maximized motor function at a minimal cost.
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Limitations and Future Directions
Future studies in this line of research could make the following changes in the
experimental paradigm while testing the role of external effects in joint action. First, the
magnitude of color effects could be reduced to relieve visual load. The present task used
the color of the entire background as external effects, which did not help but was proved
to be distracting. If the area of the color could be reduced to the area of the box or only
the edge of the box, its function might be uncovered. Second, perceptual effects in other
modalities could also be used in the dot control paradigm. One of the most convenient
and promising is sound tone. Previous studies (Hommel, 1996; Knoblich & Jordan, 2003)
have used sound tones in their paradigms and found its facilitating effects in vison-based
tasks. The color effects in the dot control paradigm could be replaced by different pitch of
sound tones attached to different keypresses to facilitate joint action. Third, the difficulty
of the task could be reduced to allow easier integration of action concepts. The present
dot control task consisted of six key events. If the key-movement mapping could be
reduced to four (“A”: right, “L”: left, “A” + “L”: straight up, empty: straight down), the
function of external effects in joint action might be revealed.
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APPENDIX A
INSTRUCTIONS

Individual Conditions
Proceed after the participants have read and signed the consent form.
Make sure the headphones are switched on (the switch is on the Right headphone)
Section 1: Dot Control Task – 3-minute Trial
“There are two keys that control this dot (point at the dot on the screen). The
first key is the A-key (point to the key on the keyboard). For as long as you push the Akey, the dot will move directly to the right. The other key is the L-key (point to the key).
For as long as you push the L-key, the dot will move directly to the left. Also, for as long
as you push both the A-key and L-key, the dot with rise vertically. And, for as long as no
key is pushed the dot will drop. Your goal is to keep the dot inside of the box.”
(Afterwards, instruct the participant to put on the headphones).
Section 2: Reaction Time Task
“This task is different than the one that you’ve just completed. At the beginning
of each trial a crosshair will be centered in the middle of the screen. We would like you
to focus on the crosshair whenever it is on the screen. Afterwards, the crosshair will
vanish, and you will either the letters A or L being presented in the middle of the screen.
Additionally, you will either see a dot moving across the screen or the screen will change
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color. The letter that is displayed is the computer key (point to the keys on the
keyboard) we would like you to press as quickly as possible, once it is presented, with
your left hand for A responses and your right hand for L responses. Afterwards, the
screen will return back to the crosshair and the program will proceed to the next trial. Do
you have any questions?” (Afterwards, instruct the participant to put on the
headphones – also, Press the C key to allow the participants to begin).
Section 3: Dot Control Task – 10, 1-minute Trials
“In this next task, you will be doing the same dot control task as before. Pushing
the A-key will still move the dot directly to the right. Pushing the L-key will still move
the dot directly to the left. Pushing both the A-key and L-key will still move the dot
vertically. And, pushing no key will still cause the dot to drop. And again, your goal is
the same as before, keep the dot inside of the box.
In the trials that follow, you will be doing a series of shorter trials that will change
in velocity between each trial. After finishing these shorter trials, you will be asked to
complete another trial that was like the first trial that you completed. (Afterwards,
instruct the participant to put on the headphones – also, Press the C key to allow the
participants to begin).
Section 4: Reaction Time Task
“In this final task, you will be doing the same reaction time task as before. Please
focus on the crosshair whenever it is on the screen. Again, the crosshair will vanish, and
you will either the letters A or L being presented in the middle of the screen.
Additionally, you will either see a dot moving across the screen or the screen will change
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color. Please, press the displayed letter key as quickly as possible using your left hand for
A responses and your right hand for L responses. Afterwards, the screen will return back
to the crosshair and the program will proceed to the next trial. Do you have any
questions?” (Afterwards, instruct the participant to put on the headphones – also,
Press the C key to allow the participants to begin).
Group Conditions
Proceed after the participants have read and signed the consent form. If both
participants arrive at the same time have the other participant wear their
headphones while you instruct their partner about the task.
Section 1: Dot Control Task – 3-minute Trial
The first participant - “There are two keys that control this dot (point at the dot on the
screen). You will be in control of one of these keys with your left hand. Your key is the
A-key (point to the key on the keyboard). For as long as you push the A-key, the dot
will move directly to the right. Your partner will be in control of the other key (Do not
point out which key is their partners). For as long as they push their key, the dot will
move directly to the left. Also, for as long as you both push your own keys, the dot with
rise vertically. And, for as long as no key is pushed the dot will drop. Your goal is to keep
the dot inside of the box. (Afterwards, instruct the participant to put on the
headphones).
The second participant - “There are two keys that control this dot (point at the dot on
the screen). You will be in control of one of these keys with your right hand. Your key is
the L-key (point to the key on the keyboard). For as long as you push the L-key, the dot
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will move directly to the left. Your partner will be in control of the other key (Do not
point out which key is their partners). For as long as they push their key, the dot will
move directly to the right. Also, for as long as you both push your own keys, the dot with
rise vertically. And, for as long as no key is pushed the dot will drop. Your goal is to keep
the dot inside of the box. (Afterwards, instruct the participant to put on the
headphones).
Section 2: Reaction Time Task
“This task is different than the one that you’ve just completed. At the beginning of each
trial a crosshair will be centered in the middle of the screen. We would like you to focus
on the crosshair whenever it is on the screen. Afterwards, the crosshair will vanish, and
you will either the letters A or L being presented in the middle of the screen.
Additionally, you will either see a dot moving across the screen or the screen will change
color. The letter that is displayed is the computer key (point to the keys on the
keyboard) we would like you to press as quickly as possible, once it is presented, with
your left hand for A responses and your right hand for L responses. Afterwards, the
screen will return back to the crosshair and the program will proceed to the next trial. Do
you have any questions?” (Afterwards, instruct the participant to put on the
headphones – also, Press the C key to allow the participants to begin).
Section 3: Dot Control Task – 10, 1-minute Trials
The first participant - “In this next task, you will be doing the same dot control task as
before. Pushing the A-key will still move the dot directly to the right. And if your partner
is pushing their key it will still move the dot directly to the left. Pushing both keys will
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still move the dot vertically. And, pushing no key will still cause the dot to drop. And
again, your goal is the same as before, keep the dot inside of the box.
In the trials that follow, you will be doing a series of shorter trials that will change
in velocity between each trial. After finishing these shorter trials, you will be asked to
complete another trial that was like the first trial. (Afterwards, instruct the participant
to put on the headphones).
The second participant - “In this next task, you will be doing the same dot control task
as before. Pushing the L-key will still move the dot directly to the left. And if your
partner is pushing their key it will still move the dot directly to the right. Pushing both
keys will still move the dot vertically. And, pushing no key will still cause the dot to
drop. And again, your goal is the same as before, keep the dot inside of the box.
In the trials that follow, you will be doing a series of shorter trials that will change
in velocity between each trial. After finishing these shorter trials, you will be asked to
complete another trial that was like the first trial. (Afterwards, instruct the participant
to put on the headphones – also, Press the C key to allow the participants to begin).
Section 4: Reaction Time Task
“In this final task, you will be doing the same reaction time task as before. Please focus
on the crosshair whenever it is on the screen. Again, the crosshair will vanish, and you
will either the letters A or L being presented in the middle of the screen. Additionally,
you will either see a dot moving across the screen or the screen will change color. Please,
press the displayed letter key as quickly as possible using your left hand for A responses
and your right hand for L responses. Afterwards, the screen will return back to the
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crosshair and the program will proceed to the next trial. Do you have any questions?”
(Afterwards, instruct the participant to put on the headphones – also, Press the C
key to allow the participants to begin).
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APPENDIX B
FIGURES

L+A

A+L

A

L

L-0

A-0

Figure B – 1. Six possible key-press events (A, L, A+L, L+A, A-0, and L-0) and the
movements they produce.
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500 msec
100 msec

800 msec

Figure B – 2. The trial procedure of the revised Simon task. Each trial started with the
presentation of a center fixation point for 500 millisecond, followed by a 100 millisecond
blank interval. Then one of four priming stimuli will be presented simultaneously with
one of two target stimuli at the center of the screen for 800 milliseconds. The response
window is 1500 milliseconds which followed by a 1400 millisecond inter-trial interval.
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Figure B – 3. The task procedure.
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Figure B – 4.1. Color-primed trials of participants in individual-color condition.
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Figure B – 4.2. Color-primed trials of participants in individual-non-color condition.
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Figure B – 4.3. Movement-primed trials of participants in individual conditions.

Self Key Priming
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Other’s Key Priming
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Figure B – 4.4. Color-primed trials of participants in dyad-color condition. Possibility
one1.
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Figure B – 4.5. Color-primed trials of participants in dyad-color condition. Possibility
two2.

Self Key Priming
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Other’s Key Priming

Self key

Other’s key
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Figure B – 4.6. Color-primed trials of participants in dyad-color condition. Possibility
three3.
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Figure B – 4.7. Color-primed trials of participants in dyad-non-color condition.
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Figure B – 4.8. Movement-primed trials of participants in dyad conditions. Possibility
one.
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Figure B – 4.9. Movement-primed trials of participants in dyad conditions. Possibility
two.
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Figure B – 4.10. Movement-primed trials of participants in dyad conditions. Possibility
three.
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Figure B – 5.1. Typical performance of individual. Every data point stands for a key
event, which means either pressing or releasing a key. Target area is marked by rectangle.

Figure B – 5.2. Typical performance of dyad. Every data point stands for a key event,
which means either pressing or releasing a key. Target area is marked by rectangle.
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Figure B – 6. The percentage of in-box-time of individual participants from Block 1 to
Block 12 in pilot experiment.
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Figure B – 7.1. The X-Y scatter plot of individual No.36, who had maintained the dot in
the box for 97 percent of the time. Every data point stands for a key event, which means
either pressing or releasing a key. Target area is marked by rectangle.
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Figure B – 7.2. The X-Y scatter plot of individual No.15, who had maintained the dot in
the box for 94 percent of the time. Every data point stands for a key event, which means
either pressing or releasing a key. Target area is marked by rectangle.
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Figure B – 7.3. The X-Y scatter plot of individual No.29, who had maintained the dot in
the box for 92 percent of the time. Every data point stands for a key event, which means
either pressing or releasing a key. Target area is marked by rectangle.
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Figure B – 7.4. The X-Y scatter plot of dyad No.19, who had maintained the dot in the
box for 80 percent of the time. Every data point stands for a key event, which means
either pressing or releasing a key. Target area is marked by rectangle.
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Figure B – 7.5. The X-Y scatter plot of dyad No.9, who had maintained the dot in the box
for 73 percent of the time. Every data point stands for a key event, which means either
pressing or releasing a key. Target area is marked by rectangle.
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Figure B – 7.6. The X-Y scatter plot of dyad No.4, who had maintained the dot in the box
for 71 percent of the time. Every data point stands for a key event, which means either
pressing or releasing a key. Target area is marked by rectangle.
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Figure B – 7.7. The X-Y scatter plot of last block of dyad No.9, who had maintained the
dot in the box for 82 percent of the time in that block. Every data point stands for a key
event, which means either pressing or releasing a key. Target area is marked by rectangle.
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Figure B – 7.8. The X-Y scatter plot of individual No.1, who had maintained the dot in the
box for only 38 percent of the time. Every data point stands for a key event, which means
either pressing or releasing a key. Target area is marked by rectangle.
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Figure B – 7.9. The X-Y scatter plot of individual No.27, who had maintained the dot in
the box for only 40 percent of the time. Every data point stands for a key event, which
means either pressing or releasing a key. Target area is marked by rectangle.
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Figure B – 7.10. The X-Y scatter plot of individual No.35, who had maintained the dot in
the box for only 51 percent of the time. Every data point stands for a key event, which
means either pressing or releasing a key. Target area is marked by rectangle.
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Figure B – 7.11. The X-Y scatter plot of dyad No.5, who had maintained the dot in the
box for only 7 percent of the time. Every data point stands for a key event, which means
either pressing or releasing a key. Target area is marked by rectangle.
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Figure B – 7.12. The X-Y scatter plot of dyad No.27, who had maintained the dot in the
box for only 19 percent of the time. Every data point stands for a key event, which means
either pressing or releasing a key. Target area is marked by rectangle.
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Figure B – 7.13. The X-Y scatter plot of dyad No.22, who had maintained the dot in the
box for only 22 percent of the time. Every data point stands for a key event, which means
either pressing or releasing a key. Target area is marked by rectangle.
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Figure B – 8. The main effect of velocity on percent in-box time.
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Figure B – 9. The mode by block interaction.
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Figure B – 10. The main effect of velocity on coast time.
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Figure B – 11. The mode by velocity interaction.
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Figure B – 12. The main effect of velocity on the mean of absolute horizontal turning
point.
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Figure B – 13. The main effect of velocity on the standard deviation of absolute horizontal
turning point.
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Figure B – 14. The training by priming type interaction.
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APPENDIX C
TABLES
Table C – 1
The Means and Standard Deviations in the Mode (Individual vs. Dyad) by Training
(Color vs. Non-color) by Velocity (300 pps – 500 pps) Mixed ANOVA on Percent In-box
Time.

300 pps
350 pps
400 pps
450 pps
500 pps

Individual Color
.82(.16)
.79(.18)
.75(.20)
.66(.21)
.63(.21)

Individual Noncolor
.91(.07)
.86(.10)
.86(.10)
.80(.11)
.71(.17)

Dyad Color
.49(.24)
.46(.25)
.41(.20)
.36(.18)
.28(.15)

Dyad Non-color
.46(.20)
.50(.21)
.43(.19)
.38(.18)
.33(.14)

Note. The format is “Mean(Standard Deviation)”.
Table C – 2
The Means and Standard Deviations in the Mode (Individual vs. Dyad) by Training
(color vs. non-color) by Block (Block 1 vs. Block 12, both Had the Velocity of 375 pps)
Mixed ANOVA on Percent In-box Time.

Block 1
Block 12

Individual
Color
.51(.27)
.84(.16)

individual Noncolor
.61(.23)
.89(.08)

Note. The format is “Mean(Standard Deviation)”.
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Dyad Color
.29(.16)
.45(.22)

Dyad Noncolor
.25(.15)
.48(.22)

Table C – 3
The Means and Standard Deviations in the Mode (Individual vs. Dyad) by Training
(Color vs. Non-color) by Velocity (300 pps – 500 pps) Mixed ANOVA on Coast Time.

300 pps
350 pps
400 pps
450 pps
500 pps

Individual
Color
676.35(233.62)
594.70(197.02)
544.15(164.07)
479.34(152.31)
460.33(133.12)

Individual Noncolor
712.90(190.41)
617.69(144.75)
579.78(115.47)
521.02(106.27)
485.13(106.88)

Dyad Color
217.07(160.52)
290.77(220.55)
259.56(192.40)
197.84(153.93)
201.43(146.26)

Dyad Non-color
264.12(162.17)
315.57(227.54)
282.15(198.60)
231.35(143.49)
236.46(151.96)

Note. The format is “Mean(Standard Deviation)”.
Table C – 4
The Means and Standard Deviations in the Mode (individual vs. dyad) by Training (color
vs. non-color) by Block (Block 1 vs. Block 12, both had the velocity of 375 pps) Mixed
ANOVA on Coast Time.

Block 1
Block 12

Individual Color
397.69(168.36)
590.17(182.59)

individual Noncolor
453.85(205.42)
638.23(95.34)

Note. The format is “Mean(Standard Deviation)”.
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Dyad Color
211.17(161.72)
317.31(257.92)

Dyad Noncolor
176.13(62.74)
342.41(266.91)

Table C – 5
The Means and Standard Deviations in the Mode (Individual vs. Dyad) by Training
(Color vs. Non-color) by Velocity (300 pps – 500 pps) Mixed ANOVA on the Mean of
Absolute Horizontal Turning Point.

300 pps
350 pps
400 pps
450 pps
500 pps

Individual
Color
242.05(38.85)
259.97(40.45)
255.52(43.69)
273.79(51.36)
271.60(56.56)

Individual Noncolor
226.96(40.56)
237.64(51.65)
251.93(45.24)
257.85(40.84)
270.95(34.11)

Dyad Color
238.17(115.81)
239.85(122.77)
249.32(129.66)
268.54(130.33)
279.41(121.23)

Dyad Non-color
230.31(100.64)
214.30(86.56)
231.69(87.76)
248.72(90.35)
251.71(79.05)

Note. The format is “Mean(Standard Deviation)”.
Table C – 6
The Means and Standard Deviations in the Mode (Individual vs. Dyad) by Training
(Color vs. Non-color) by Velocity (300 pps – 500 pps) Mixed ANOVA on the Standard
Deviation of Absolute Horizontal Turning Point.

300 pps
350 pps
400 pps
450 pps
500 pps

Individual Color
90.62(32.82)
94.71(41.17)
107.40(41.22)
117.98(48.13)
125.83(47.33)

Individual Noncolor
74.92(31.89)
87.20(36.14)
87.61(32.23)
95.18(27.10)
109.99(28.14)

Note. The format is “Mean(Standard Deviation)”.
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Dyad Color
146.20(57.81)
160.25(55.74)
153.35(54.96)
169.13(42.90)
176.58(45.12)

Dyad Noncolor
149.19(51.19)
137.52(49.90)
149.74(37.06)
157.29(41.56)
162.49(29.94)

Table C – 7
Correlations between Compatibility Difference Score in PTM1, PTM2 and In-box Ttime,
Coast Time of Participants in Individual Non-color Condition.
Compatibility Difference Score of movement primed trial
Session 1

Session 2

1

IT1
IT2
IT3

0.06
0.18
-0.08

-0.04
-0.05
-0.28

IT4
IT5
IT6
IT7
IT8
IT9
IT10
IT11
IT12

0.08
-0.11
0.18
-0.05
0.20
-0.27
-0.09
-0.12
0.08

0.24
0.09
-0.23
0.05
0.23
0.04
0.11
-0.14
0.17

CT12

0.37

0.10

CT2
CT3
CT4
CT5
CT6
CT7
CT8
CT9

0.38
0.39
0.43
0.11
0.35
0.05
0.36
0.09

-0.03
0.10
0.04
-0.14
0.00
0.22
0.13
0.10

CT10
CT11
CT12

0.17
0.04
0.08

0.01
0.22
0.14

Note. 1IT1 means in-box time of Block 1. 2CT1 means coast time of Block 1. df = 17.
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Table C – 8
Correlations between Compatibility Difference Score in MPT1, MPT2, CPT1, CPT2 and
In-box Time, Coast Time of Participants in Individual Color Condition.
Compatibility Difference Score of
movement primed trial

Compatibility Difference Score of
color primed trial

Session 1

Session 2

Session 1

Session 2

IT11
IT2

.138
.604**

-.024
-.258

-.218
-.233

.050
.248

IT3
IT4

.050
.123

.030
-.021

.133
-.046

-.014
-.039

IT5
IT6
IT7
IT8
IT9
IT10
IT11

.170
.036
-.051
.166
.120
.117
-.169

.120
.095
-.118
-.029
.156
.021
.172

-.006
-.092
-.352
.098
-.306
-.059
-.044

.136
-.030
-.130
-.022
.082
-.123
.069

IT12
CT12
CT2
CT3
CT4
CT5
CT6
CT7
CT8

-.034
.261
.570*
.241
.276
.308
.347
.298
.174

.197
.281
-.236
.169
.268
.273
.437
.013
.316

-.086
-.351
-.007
-.042
.018
.316
.013
.098
-.123

-.020
.642**
.190
.075
.158
.330
.548*
.389
.288

CT9
CT10
CT11
CT12

.382
.433
.125
.389

.091
-.020
.265
.323

-.170
-.109
.005
-.133

.411
.410
.220
.428

Note. 1IT1 means in-box time of Block 1. 2CT1 means coast time of Block 1. df = 17.
Asterisks denote significance, ** p < .01, * p < .05.
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Table C – 9
Correlations between Compatibility Difference Score I in MPT1, MPT2 and In-box Time,
Coast Time of Participants in Dyad Non-color Condition.
Compatibility Difference Score of movement primed trial
Session 1

Session 2

1

IT1
IT2
IT3

.163
.094
.359

-.195
-.051
-.046

IT4
IT5
IT6
IT7
IT8
IT9
IT10
IT11
IT12

.165
.129
.165
.097
.001
.111
.230
.103
-.131

-.232
-.227
-.247
-.123
-.079
-.103
-.174
-.157
-.222

CT12
CT2
CT3
CT4
CT5
CT6
CT7
CT8
CT9

-.306
-.152
.000
.060
-.082
.104
.011
-.041
-.044

.077
.277
.317
.365
.319
.275
.221
.273
.321

CT10
CT11
CT12

.069
.023
.099

.285
.306
.329

Note. 1IT1 means in-box time of Block 1. 2CT1 means coast time of Block 1. df = 27.
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Table C – 10
Correlations between Compatibility Difference Score I in MPT1, MPT2, CPT1, CPT2
and In-box Time, Coast Time on Participants in Dyad Color Condition.
Compatibility Difference Score of
movement primed trial

Compatibility Difference Score of color
primed trial

Session 1

Session 2

Session 1

Session 2

IT11
IT2

-.044
-.139

-.145
-.054

.130
.311

-.157
-.103

IT3
IT4

-.143
-.121

-.101
-.098

.199
.246

-.101
-.150

IT5
IT6
IT7
IT8
IT9
IT10
IT11

-.110
-.098
-.121
-.125
-.098
-.046
-.243

.056
-.141
-.107
-.258
.037
-.195
-.091

.294
.142
.250
.208
.222
.126
.271

.008
-.160
-.141
-.367
-.065
-.282
-.351

IT12
CT12
CT2
CT3
CT4
CT5
CT6
CT7
CT8

-.017
.015
.137
-.006
.098
.192
.085
.086
-.039

-.232
-.072
-.120
-.104
-.197
-.104
-.137
-.172
-.121

.236
-.093
-.107
-.023
-.053
-.105
-.090
-.115
-.042

-.238
.041
-.033
-.035
-.032
.018
.030
-.018
.069

CT9
CT10
CT11
CT12

-.078
-.104
-.117
.043

-.121
-.055
-.040
-.118

-.103
-.083
-.009
-.019

.097
.145
.060
-.022

Note. 1IT1 means in-box time of Block 1. 2CT1 means coast time of Block 1. df = 28.
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APPENDIX D
FORMULA
Compatibility Difference Score =
mean RT of incompatible trial – mean RT of compatible trial
Formula D – 1. The mathematic expression of compatibility difference score for
participants in individual condition, which is a comprehensive indicator of
compatibility/incompatibility effect.
Compatibility Difference Score I = SOa – SSb (Formula D – 2.1)
Compatibility Difference Score II = OSc – SS (Formula D – 2.2)
Compatibility Difference Score III = OOd – SS (Formula D – 2.3)
Formula D – 2. The mathematical expression of Compatibility Difference Score I,
Compatibility Difference Score II, and Compatibility Difference Score III of dyad data. a.
The average reaction time of self-key primed, other-key targeted trials. b. The average
reaction time of self-key primed, self-key targeted trials. c. The average reaction time of
other-key primed, self-key targeted trials. d. The average reaction time of other-key
primed, other-key targeted trials.
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